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Abstract. Context: Free and Open Source Software usually results from
intricate socio-technical dynamics operating in a diverse and geograph-
ically dispersed community. Understanding the fundamental underpin-
nings of healthy and thriving communities is of paramount importance to
evaluate existing efforts and identify improvement opportunities. Objec-
tive: This paper presents a novel reference model for evaluating the
maturity of FLOSS communities by mixing quantitative and qualita-
tive methods. Method: We build upon established guidelines for Design
Science research in order to devise a well-informed and expressive matu-
rity model, describing how those methods and procedures were used in
the design and development of such a model. Results: We present the
model structure and functions, as well as instructions on how to instan-
tiate it as evaluations of FLOSS communities. The use of the proposed
maturity model is demonstrated in four FLOSS communities. Conclu-
sion: Whilst instantiating the model may be burdensome if aiming at
sketchy evaluations, results indicate our model effectively captures the
maturity regardless aspects such as community size and lifetime.

Keywords: FLOSS communities evaluation · Discourse communities ·
Maturity models · Design science research · Mixed methods research

1 Introduction

Free/Libre Open Source Software (FLOSS) has been recognized, over the past
years, as a promising socio-technical approach to deliver high quality technology
in spite of being usually developed by a diverse, often decentralized, and geo-
graphically distributed community [7,37]. Understanding the social dynamics,
work practices, methods, and tools adopted by such communities has been of
interest not only to the canonical software industry but also to researchers from
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distinct fields [12], such as Management Science [20], Information Systems [10],
Economics [6], and Social Sciences [17], just to mention a few.

Healthy and thriving FLOSS communities rely on effective communication
[22], powerful socio-technical infrastructure [30], and refined hacker culture [23]
to manage decentralization issues, attenuate contribution barriers, and deliv-
ery quality software in a timely way to a usually vast userbase. Capturing such
refined socio-technical practices in systematic models for evaluating FLOSS com-
munities enables a more rigorous and well-informed basis to compare distinct
FLOSS efforts, reveal improvement opportunities for a given FLOSS commu-
nity, and support researchers in figuring out the characteristics of the FLOSS
community they are investigating. Nowadays, such evaluations are hampered by
the lack of expressive and systematic maturity models particularly designed to
take into account the subtleties of FLOSS development culture.

The scarcity of such maturity models hinders the thorough realization of
many activities. First, when undertaking empirical observations of FLOSS com-
munities, researchers may want to insulate confounding factors by ensuring that
observed communities have similar maturity. Second, although some incipient
FLOSS projects with low maturity may be seen as promising opportunities,
FLOSS investors usually prefer to sponsor seasoned communities, where risks
are lower and ROI is more likely. Third, it usually takes some time to young
community managers start understanding what makes a thriving FLOSS com-
munity. Knowing beforehand the many facets that FLOSS community maturity
encompasses, how to measure them, and possible improvement opportunities is
quite useful to shorten the time required to reach enhanced maturity.

Existing software development maturity models, while effective in capturing
general process areas and key practices, are usually inapt or limited in coping
with and assessing idiosyncrasies commonly found in FLOSS projects [32,36].
Most of the available methods for evaluating FLOSS communities entail the use
of quantitative approaches usually expressed as metrics for aspects such as com-
munity activeness, size, diversity, and performance [9,11,21,27,28,31]. Whilst
useful to investigate how community performance has been evolving over time,
metrics by themselves provide no guidance regarding improvement opportunities
and may be tricky to be applied across different FLOSS communities.

The work presented in this paper has been driven by two major long-term
research questions: (RQ1) to which extent refined socio-technical practices of
thriving FLOSS communities can be captured as a maturity model? and (RQ2)
is such a maturity model of any help when investigating the achievements of dif-
ferent FLOSS communities or identifying opportunities for enhanced maturity?
We believe existing approaches are still ineffectual in addressing the particulari-
ties of FLOSS development, rigorously supporting the replication of evaluations,
and providing a well-informed artifact for revealing improvement opportunities.

This paper presents a novel maturity model for the systematic evaluation
of FLOSS communities, particularly designed to capture those – sometimes
ingenious – socio-technical activities that induce healthiness, long-term sustain-
ability, and quality of delivered technologies. The model is slightly influenced
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by CMMI [34] and its structure encompasses nine maturity domains (named
improvement areas). Each improvement area, in its turn, brings together a set
of socio-technical activities (named disciplines) expected to be found in thriving
communities. The realization degree of a discipline is evaluated by its correspond-
ing (quantitative or qualitative) metric. Finally, our model specifies six distinct
maturity levels and which disciplines are required by each level. A FLOSS com-
munity is said to be on a given maturity level when it exhibits all level’s disci-
plines, each one with a metric value that satisfies a particular condition (named
acceptance criteria) for such a discipline in that particular maturity level.

The process of instantiating the maturity model as a new FLOSS commu-
nity evaluation is described and, afterwards, demonstrated for four communities
(KDE Plasma, Apache HTTP, Poppler, and Inkscape) with different sizes and
lifetimes. Results show that the model is able to identify maturity in spite of
such differences and that the adopted mixed methods (quantitative/qualitative)
approach helps mitigating issues presented by existing evaluation techniques.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details the
Design Science and mixed methods approaches that guided this research.
Section 3 explains the notion of maturity of FLOSS communities, the problem
of evaluating such communities, and the requirements for the proposed maturity
model. Section 4 discusses related work, while Sect. 5 explains the design (struc-
ture and functions) of our model. In Sect. 6, we demonstrate how our maturity
model was used to evaluate four distinct FLOSS communities. In Sect. 7, we dis-
cuss the strengths and weaknesses of our proposal and present venues for future
research. Finally, Sect. 8 draws the concluding remarks.

2 Method

This work was carried out in accordance with the research framework presented
by Johannesson and Perjons in [16] and supported by the guidelines for mixed
methods research introduced by Creswell in [8].

Johannesson&Perjons’ (JP) framework aims at creating an artifact and pro-
ducing knowledge about how such an artifact helps sorting out a problem that
recurrently appears in a given intended practice. Their framework defines five
main activities (with associated input and output) and provides guidelines for
carrying out such activities, selecting suitable research strategies, and relating
the research to an existing knowledge base. The five activities are: explicate prob-
lem (described, for this work, in Sect. 3), define requirements (also in Sect. 3),
design and develop artifact (Sect. 5), demonstrate artifact (Sect. 6), and evaluate
artifact (not addressed in this paper and subject of future work).

The structure of the maturity model we propose herein entails a set of quan-
titative and qualitative metrics which evaluate different aspects of a given com-
munity. Therefore, using our model to create a new evaluation of a particular
community can be seen as conducting a mixed methods research, where both
quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis techniques are simulta-
neously applied. We build on the guidelines provided by Creswell in [8] in order
to define how the proposed model should be used to evaluate a community.
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3 Problem and Requirements

In consonance with the JP framework, we carried out the explicate problem activ-
ity by undertaking two sub-activities: define precisely and position and justify.

Define precisely. Before defining the problem of assessing FLOSS communities
maturity, it is crucial to explain what we mean by maturity in this work and its
impact on community’s healthiness. By maturity we mean the degree of accom-
plishment a FLOSS community exhibits in reaching the goals of delivering high
quality technology and becoming an ecosystem which supports socio-technical
advances for all of its constituent actors. We elaborate this concept of maturity
around three major underpinnings: (i) userbase management; (ii) long-term sus-
tainability; and (iii) inner/outer communication.

Userbase management encloses all practices which ease the delivery of high
quality technology to an ever increasing userbase. This includes, for instance,
quality assurance, software localization, and the availability of user-friendly
installers or binary packages. Long-term sustainability refers to those practices
which try to keep the community’s health in spite of disturbances in the underly-
ing socio-technical infrastructure, such as contributors leaving the project, dis-
ruptive strategical changes, or internal conflicts. Finally, inner/outer commu-
nication includes all practices which enable the effective communication inside
the community and between the community and other ecosystem actors. Such
maturity underpinnings represent overarching views of maturity and are further
detailed as a set of disciplines that make up the model we propose herein.

With that view of maturity in mind, the problem addressed in this work
can be defined: how should one proceed to assess the maturity degree of a given
FLOSS community? How to make such evaluations more systematic and replica-
ble across different researchers? How to identify improvement opportunities in a
given FLOSS community to enhance its maturity degree?

Position and justify. We believe that assessing FLOSS communities matu-
rity is a significant and challenging problem of general interest. It may appear
in quite diverse practices. For example, knowing about a community matu-
rity is an important decision-making information for a FLOSS investor select-
ing a community to support. Community managers may benefit from such a
maturity model by carrying out self-assessments and identifying improvement
opportunities. Social sciences researchers doing ethnographic studies may want
to deliberately choose a mature community or an incipient one depending on
their research goals. FLOSS educators may select communities with estab-
lished mentoring programs (and, therefore, with increased maturity) to push
their students into initial contributions. End users or companies may want to
assess maturity to decide about the adoption of competing FLOSS solutions.
Software Engineering researchers may undertake maturity assessment as an
early exploratory/descriptive study and then, afterwards, decide about future
research.
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The define requirements activity was carried out by undertaking the two sub-
activities proposed in JP framework: outline artifact and elicit requirements.

Outline artifact. The artifact proposed herein is a model which captures pre-
scriptive knowledge about how to create new community evaluations.

Elicit requirements. On the basis of the aforementioned drawbacks of existing
approaches, we defined the following requirements for the proposed maturity
model: (R1) model generality : the model must be effective in evaluating the
maturity of FLOSS communities regardless their size and lifetime; (R2) model
expressiveness: the model must encompass socio-technical activities particularly
relevant to FLOSS; (R3) model predictability : the model must support, as much
as possible, systematic and replicable evaluations.

4 Related Work

In [25], authors studied 40 successful and 40 unsuccessful FLOSS projects from
SourceForge and analyzed their respective maturities by verifying the (lack of)
adoption of some important processes/tools like mailing lists, version control sys-
tems, documentation, and more. The successful projects exhibited the adoption
and continuous use of such processes, as opposed to those unsuccessful projects.

The work presented in [21] performs a study on maturity models for FLOSS
communities in order to decide whether a software can be used for commercial
solutions. In such a work, they assume there is a correlation between the maturity
level of a FLOSS community and the products (software systems) delivered by
this community: if the community has a high maturity level then the software
created by them will exhibit a high maturity as well. Their approach is heavily
based on CMMI [34], using the same levels and descriptions.

Sony Mobile has been developing studies on FLOSS maturity models for a
similar context. Their model, described in [3], defines five levels of maturity for
adoption of open source technologies: from “accidental” and “repetitive” – when
FLOSS use is driven by individual initiatives, through “directed” – when FLOSS
adoption has gained support from executive management, to “collaborate” and
“prevail” – when a full-fledged FLOSS culture is already in place. This model
initially supported the decision of Sony Mobile about the use of Android OS in
their smart-phone products. Later, they have extended such model into a general
tool for evaluation of FLOSS projects.

In [28], the authors propose an assessment model for FLOSS development
processes named Open Source Maturity Model. Such a model resembles CMMI
in many aspects and it is aimed to be used by both companies and FLOSS
communities. In their work, a given FLOSS can be classified in one of three levels
and the classification process is carried out by analyzing whether some elements
of the management and development process are used by the community. For
instance, they verify whether the community yields product documentation, the
popularity of the software, contributions from companies, and more.
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The QualOSS model, described in [32], evaluates qualitative aspects of soft-
ware products and their communities in order to verify software quality and
maintainability. In [15], a qualitative model based on metrics extracted from
source code repositories, mailing lists, and issues tracking tools is proposed.
QSOS (Qualification and Selection of Open Source Software) [2] is a maturity
assessment methodology that aims to compare and select FLOSS projects to
be used by companies. QSOS evaluations are carried out in four steps. In the
“define” step, users must define different elements to be evaluated (e.g. features,
license, and community). The “evaluate” step assigns scores to each one of such
elements. In the “qualify” step, users apply filters/weights to scores in order to
verify whether a project is good enough to be adopted. Finally, the “select” step
verifies whether the software fulfill the needs defined by the user.

In spite of such a variety of models already available, we believe that some
capabilities, not tackled by previous work, are important enough to justify the
need for a new model. First, most of existing models provide no systematic instru-
ments for measuring activities performance and, therefore, are highly dependent
of a skilled evaluator to succeed. Second, social aspects are usually not addressed
(except in People-CMM). Third, such models usually evaluate very specific sub-
jects, such as product’s quality or benefits of FLOSS adoption, being helpful only
for those particular goals. Finally, mixing qualitative and quantitative metrics
to improve model’s accuracy is rarely adopted in existing work.

5 The Maturity Model

The sub-activities defined in JP framework for the design and develop artifact
activity are: imagine and brainstorm, assess and select, sketch and build, and
justify and reflect.

Table 1. Maturity model’s improvement areas and corresponding categories

Acronym Improvement Area (IA) Category

CA Community activeness Inner/outer communication

FM Financial management Long-term sustainability

OG Open governance Inner/outer communication

QA Process and product quality assurance Userbase management

PR Public relations Inner/outer communication

SI Social infrastructure Long-Term Sustainability

SM Strategic management Long-term sustainability

UR User reachability Userbase management

Imagine and brainstorm. In this work, the maturity model requirements and
the activities it encompasses were elicited by using the participant observation
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[33] method. The authors of this paper have been contributing to communities
such as Qt [35], KDE [18], and Mageia [24] for nearly ten years, working on activ-
ities that span coding, promotion, artwork, finances, community management,
and strategic management. In order to elicit the socio-technical activities cap-
tured in our model, we carried out a brainstorm which resulted in an extensive
enumeration of practices we think highly impacts community maturity.

Assess and select. After having a list of prospective socio-technical activi-
ties, we ranked each activity regarding its impact on community maturity and
its likelihood of being generically carried out in any FLOSS community (global
practice). We systematically discarded those ones with minor impact on matu-
rity or those whose adoption makes sense only in particular scenarios. Whilst
brainstorming is obviously amenable to research bias, we consider that the rank-
discard operation alleviates some threats and makes it acceptable for this paper’s
purposes. The adoption of more rigorous techniques for selecting those socio-
technical activities are subject of future work.

Sketch and build. We carried out this sub-activity in many iterations, where
the model constructs, structure, and functions were incrementally refined as we
gained knowledge about the proposed artifact. The model is slightly influenced
by CMMI (in particular, by CMMI-Dev [34] and People-CMM [4] models), since
it also defines levels of maturity and expected disciplines for each level. The
following paragraphs explain the final model’s structure and behavior, as well as
the decisions we took in order to fulfill the requirements mentioned in Sect. 3.

The proposed maturity model is defined as a tuple MM = 〈C, IA,D,L〉;
where C = {userbase management, long-term sustainability, inner/outer com-
munication} is a set of categories representing the three maturity underpinning
presented in Sect. 3, IA is a set of improvement areas, D is a set of disciplines,
and L is a set of levels of increasingly maturity. An improvement area iai ∈ IA is
defined as a tuple iai = 〈a, n, c〉; where a is the improvement area’s acronym, n
is the improvement area’s name, and c ∈ C is the improvement area’s associated
category. Table 1 presents the categories and improvement areas of our model.

A discipline di ∈ D is defined as a tuple di = 〈a, n, t, µ, pv, ia〉; where a is
the discipline’s acronym, n is the discipline’s name, t ∈ {T–technical, S–social,
S/T–socio-technical} is the discipline’s type, µ is the discipline’s metric, pv is
the discipline’s preferable value, and ia is the discipline’s associated improvement
area. Each metric di.µ is defined in a quantitative (QT) or qualitative (QL) way.
A preferable value di.pv specify whether maturity increases with greater (↑) or
smaller (↓) values, for quantitative metrics, or with which specific values (e.g.
Yes/No), for qualitative metrics. Table 2 presents the model’s disciplines.

Finally, a level li ∈ L is defined as a tuple li = 〈n,CP 〉; where n is the
level’s name and CP is the level’s set of compliance points. A compliance point
cpij ∈ li.CP , in its turn, is defined as a tuple 〈rd, ac(rd.µ)〉; where rd ∈ D
is the compliance point’s requested discipline and ac(rd.µ) is a corresponding
predicate named acceptance criteria that, when evaluated as true, denotes that
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Table 2. Some maturity model’s disciplines for each improvement area (IA)

IA Acronym Discipline Type Metric (µAcronym) Type

QA QA1 Static code analysis T % codebase analyzed QT (↑)

QA2 Code review T % codebase reviewed QT (↑)

QA3 Continuous integration T % codebase under CI QT (↑)

QA4 Documentation policy T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

QA5 Release schedule T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

CA CA1 Mailing list activity S/T Norm. threads/month QT (↑)

CA2 Mailing list resp. Rate S/T % threads answered QT (↑)

CA3 Bug fixing T % bugs fixed/month QT (↑)

CA4 Activity diversity S/T Norm. pony factor QT (↑)

OG OG1 Public repository T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

OG2 Public roadmap T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

OG3 Open release process T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

OG4 Open QA process T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

UR UR1 Localized content T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

UR2 Binary packages T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

UR3 Cross-Platf. support T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

PR PR1 Website S Completeness degree QT (↑)

PR2 Release announces S Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

SI SI1 Regular sprints S/T #sprints/year QT (↑)

SI2 Newcomers program S/T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

FM FM1 NGO/Foundation S Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

FM2 Sponsorship strategy S/T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

SM SM1 Board of directors S/T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

SM2 Advisory board S/T Qualitative evidence QL (Yes)

the discipline rd is carried out with a maturity degree that is good enough for
the level li. The model’s levels and disciplines are presented in Table 3.

The maturity of a given FLOSS community FC is defined as the name of
the maximum level lm that has all its compliance points satisfied in FC:

M(FC) = lm.n; where m = max
i:li∈L∧∀cp∈li.CP :cp.ac(cp.rd.µ)

i

Justify and reflect. In order to cope with the subtleties of our definition of
maturity and leverage the fulfillment of requirement R2 (model expressiveness),
we adopted a mixed methods approach where all quantitative and qualitative
data collection/analysis steps are carried out simultaneously. A last analysis
step converges the partial results and come up with an ultimate outcome. In
our model, this is implemented by a set of acceptance criteria defined for each
level. We address requirement R1 (model generality) by ensuring all metrics use
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Table 3. Maturity model’s Levels with required disciplines and acceptance criteria

Level Disciplines Acceptance criteria

1 (operational) CA[1–3] µCA1 ≥ 0.1 ∧ µCA2 ≥ 0.5 ∧ µCA3 ≥ 0.1

2 (proactive) QA2, OG1 µQA2 ≥ 0.1 ∧ µOG1 = Y es

PR[1–2] µPR1 ≥ 2 ∧ µPR2 = Y es

3 (established) QA[2, 4, 5] µQA2 ≥ 0.5 ∧ µQA4 = Y es ∧ µQA5 = Y es

CA[1–4] µCA1 ≥ 0.5 ∧ µCA2 ≥ 0.8 ∧ µCA3 ≥ 0.6 ∧ µCA4 ≥ 0.05

UR[1–2], PR[1–2] µUR1 = µUR2 = µPR2 = Y es ∧ µPR1 ≥ 3

4 (managed) QA[1–3], SI2 µQA1 ≥ 0.8 ∧ µQA2 ≥ 0.75 ∧ µQA3 ≥ 0.5 ∧ µSI2 = Y es

OG[2], UR[3] µOG2 = µUR3 = Y es

5 (sustainable) OG[3–4], SM[1–2] µOG3 = µOG4 = µSM1 = µSM2 = Y es

FM[1–2] µFM1 = µFM2 = Y es

normalized values, insulating the effect of community size/lifetime. For example,
the normalized Pony Factor is defined as the canonical Pony Factor [26] divided
by the total number of core developers. Most of metrics presented in Table 2
are straightforward and may be evaluated by mining data sources such as ver-
sion control systems, mail archives, code review platforms, and bug tracking
systems. The metric completeness degree assigns an integer value in [0, 5] to the
community’s website, depending on how many information is made available.

6 Artifact Demonstration

As mentioned in Sect. 2, in this work we evaluated the proposed maturity model
by demonstration. JP framework defines two sub-activities for the demonstrate
artifact activity: choose or design cases and apply artifact.

Choose or design cases. We chose four representative FLOSS communities to
demonstrate to use of the proposed maturity model: KDE Plasma [19], Apache
HTTP [1], Poppler [29], and Inkscape [14]. Such communities were selected
because they exhibit different characteristics regarding size and lifetime, which
makes it possible a more thorough investigation on how successful our model is
in addressing requirement R1 (model generality).

Apply artifact. All quantitative metrics defined for our maturity model’s dis-
ciplines have been evaluated, in the aforementioned FLOSS communities, manu-
ally, by using tools such as git stats [13] or by scripts developed as part of this
work. We collected evidence for the qualitative metrics by observing documents
such as project’s website, wiki pages, and mailing list archives. Table 4 presents
the evaluations of some maturity model’s metrics.
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Table 4. Some metric values for the four FLOSS communities evaluated

Metric KDE plasma Apache HTTP Poppler Inkscape

µQA1 0.82 0.00 0.00 0.87

µQA2 0.93 0.96 0.12 0.77

µQA3 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.52

µCA4 0.19 0.16 0.83 0.21

µOG3 Yes Yes Yes No

µOG4 Yes No Yes No

µPR1 3 5 2 5

µSI1 2 1 0 1

µFM1 Yes (KDE e.V.) Yes (ASF) No Yes (Inkscape)

µFM3 No Yes No Yes

7 Discussion and Future Work

The maturity evaluation data presented in Table 4 allows one to classify the
investigated FLOSS communities in the following maturity levels: KDE Plasma
(4: managed), Apache HTTP (3: established), Poppler (2: proactive), and
Inkscape (4: managed). In spite of having nice politics for code review (µQA2 =
0.96) and continuous integration (µQA3 = 1.00), Apache HTTP fails in reaching
higher maturity mostly because of the lack of static code analysis (µQA1 = 0.00)
– important to reduce bugs density. Poppler got a low maturity level because of
the lack of quality assurance practices such as code review, documentation policy,
and release schedule – probably a consequence of its small size (biggest normal-
ized Pony Factor: µCA4 = 0.83). Finally, KDE Plasma and Inkscape fail in having
increased maturity because of the lack of sponsorship strategy (µFM3 = No) and
open release and QA processes (µOG3 = µOG4 = No), respectively.

At this point, some important considerations can be drawn about the matu-
rity model’s limitations when evaluating FLOSS communities and threats to the
validity of the demonstration presented herein. First, the model’s acceptance cri-
teria have been defined to assign different fulfillment degrees of disciplines into
increasingly levels of maturity. Obviously, different acceptance criteria may lead
to different results and are subject of further investigation. Second, the lack of
more systematic information about how to carry out the qualitative evaluations
may also imply in different results when replicating evaluations. Third, excep-
tional scenarios such as lack of community activeness because of heavy codebase
stabilization (and, therefore, high maturity) are not currently addressed.

As for future work, a number of improvement venues may be identified. Cre-
ating new evaluations may be burdensome, specially for seasoned communities
with a lot of data to be analyzed. We plan to provide better support by creating
a new tool or extending initiatives like Bitergia’s Grimoire Lab [5]. Advanced
empirical studies are also planned, aimed at providing fundamental knowledge
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for enhancing the capture of socio-technical activities, refining the acceptance
criteria, and evaluating maturity model quality attributes.

8 Conclusion

This paper presented a systematic mixed methods approach for evaluating the
maturity of FLOSS communities. The novelty of our approach is the definition
of a maturity model which captures socio-technical practices endemic to FLOSS
ecosystems and mixes quantitative and qualitative metrics to systematically sup-
port the assessment of maturity and identification of improvement opportuni-
ties. We described the model structure and behavior, and demonstrated how
to use the proposed artifact to evaluate four FLOSS communities with distinct
characteristics. We believe this work advances the field of open source research
by providing a generic artifact which enables the systematic capture of refined
FLOSS-related socio-technical activities and supports researchers in carrying out
replicable FLOSS communities evaluation experiments.
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